
Welcome to the first issue of SPOTLIET, a newsletter for
users of GuardIEn and genIE. SPOTLIET aims to provide
insight into new and interesting features and keep you up to
date with current and future releases of the products.
We welcome your feedback on how useful you find SPOTLIET
and any ideas for future articles.

We plan to hold our next user group meeting at the Edge
conference in London, March 5-7 2006. This should be a very
valuable and informative event and we hope to see you
there. More details on the Edge web site
www.edgeusergroup.org.

To receive SPOTLIET via e-mail, send a blank e-mail
to spotliet-subscribe@iet.co.uk

EDGE Developer Days - March 2006

Release 7.5
The next release of GuardIEn and genIE will be 7.5, available
in Q1 2006 to co-incide with AllFusion Gen r7.5.
IET is currently beta-testing Gen r7.5 to ensure that
GuardIEn and genIE are compliant with this release and fully
exploit its new capabilities.

Upload Assistant

Are you getting the most from the Upload Assistant? One of the most important tasks

in GuardIEn is to ensure that the change request content and associated version

states are accurate and complete, since this forms the input to model management

and system updating processes.

The Upload Assistant has been designed to simplify and automate the capturing of

new, changed and deleted objects so that the CR content is always accurate by

automating the following key activities:

Interacting with the Gen toolset, it will prepare the update.trn file, transfer it to

the encyclopaedia, run the upload and then perform the verification on the

toolset.

u

u It will detect new, changed and deleted objects and add these to the change

request content. GuardIEn deliverable versions are created or the status of

existing versions updated as appropriate. This can include changes to external

objects like bitmaps, OLE files, EABs, etc when used in combination with XOS.

Minor versions are created to record exact changes to the object. This allows

tracking of changes at the statement / property level.

The changed objects can be added to the content of a development update and

the impact of the changes analysed. Then as soon as the upload is complete, the

developer can generate and install the changes.

u

u

u Verification reports can be run to report on missing

packaging, UUIDs, unimplemented data model objects, views

without attributes, check that member names conform to

naming standards and run user defined checks.
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Discusssion Groups

Upgrading

There are e-mail based discussion groups for GuardIEn and genIE. Please
see the support pages at www.iet.co.uk for further details.

You can run multiple releases of GuardIEn and genIE concurrently. This
allows you to install a new release and test it whilst keeping the old release
available. Users can then switch to the new release by using the new
release’s clients with needing a ‘big-bang’ cut-over.

The only restrictions are that you can only have one instance of the task
dispatcher running, but see the article overleaf for details on how to
support multiple software releases with the task dispatcher.

On the HE, each release has separate transaction codes so that you can
install multiple releases into the same CICS/IMS region. These are cycled
every three releases, so you could install Rn, Rn+1 and/or Rn+2
concurrently.

Ad-hoc Development Updates

Archived Tasks

From Release 7.0 you can use development updates for controlled
environments as well as development environments. This is useful if you
need to re-generate the entire application.

You should regularly delete old tasks using the Task housekeeping routines.
However you might want to keep the output of certain tasks for longer
periods. Tasks can now be set to an ‘archive’ state and therefore excluded
from the normal task housekeeping routines.
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Housekeeping
GuardIEn provides various housekeeping jobs that will keep your database

healthy and efficient. Apart from ensuring that your GuardIEn database is

backed up daily, are you also using the housekeeping jobs? The table below

recommends the housekeeping jobs that you should run on a regular basis.

The jobs are documented in the GuardIEn Background Jobs manual.

Number Name Description Recommended
Frequency

Notes

2 Update Linkages Performs a linkage update to
ensure that the linkages are
synchronised with the Gen model

Daily

14 Orphan Deliverable
Delete

Deletes deliverables that are not
longer matched to any linkage

Monthly

23 Batch Delete Old
Tasks

Deletes tasks more than x days old
where x is a configurable
parameter

Weekly Only required if
using Task
Assistant

24 Delete Old
Deliverable Versions

Deletes old versions of
deliverables

25 Housekeep
Implemented PAD
Histories /
Housekeep PAD List
Directory

Keeps the PAD Cache down to a
specified size to avoid it becoming
excessively large

Weekly Only if concerned
that PAD cache is
using excessive
storage

36 Batch Cleanup
Migrate

Every time GuardIEn performs a
migration, it creates a row in the
migration table. Over time this
table can contain a large number
of rows that adversely affects
performance. This utility is used to
delete migrate records that are no
longer required.

Monthly

42 Batch Update GENx
Properties

If you are generating code for
multiple variants then might also
be using the GENx deliverable
properties to restrict the generation
for certain deliverables. This job
will set the GENx properties for
action blocks based on their usage
in procedure steps.

Weekly You must ensure
that the GENx
properties for the
procedure steps are
accurate before
using this job.

Task Dispatcher
The IET products allow users to perform tasks on the encyclopaedia like

downloads, uploads, migrations and code generation.  These tasks are

executed as background processes submitted by the Task Dispatcher.

The Task Dispatcher has been designed to maximise the throughput of your

encyclopaedia and reduce contention between tasks thus improving the

responsiveness and reliability of the encyclopaedia. This article provides

some hints & tips for setting up the Task Dispatcher.

The number of active queues determines the maximum number of tasks

that can execute concurrently. A small number of queues will result in faster

execution of each task but longer wait times. A large number of queues will

provide greater concurrency of tasks but this might be detrimental to the

overall throughput of the encyclopaedia because of the additional operating

system and database overhead associated with processing multiple tasks.

Queues can be restricted to only process certain types of tasks, for example

q

Queue Definition

ueues for uploads or downloads. However this is not recommended since

the Task Dispatcher will handle contention between tasks and task specific

queues introduces an unnecessary level of complexity. You should define the

<ANY> queue and recommend that this queue is used for normal day-time

processing. Each queue should be assigned the same priority apart from the

<ANY> queue which should have a higher priority to ensure that tasks

entered into a specific queue do not jump ahead of tasks entered into the

<ANY> queue.

Task Prioritisation

The figure below shows example priorities for the various task types.

The Task Dispatcher can be used to prioritise tasks, for example, an

upload should take higher priority than a download.The Task Dispatcher

processes tasks based on descending task priority, queue priority then

ascending task position order.  The mechanism for assigning task

priorities is to set the priority for each Task Type using the Queue

Manager.

Supporting Multiple Releases

HE Task Dispatcher Job Check Interface

CSE Message Dispatcher Availability

There can only be one instance of the Task Dispatcher executing on the

encyclopaedia. However you might have multiple versions of GuardIEn

and AllFusion Gen software available and therefore need to be able to

process certain tasks with non-default versions of GuardIEn and/or Gen

software.

To achieve this, you can define a release specific queue. For example, if

your default version of GuardIEn is 7.0 and Gen is r7 and you want to be

able to execute certain tasks against a test installation of Gen r7.5 with

GuardIEn 7.5, then you would create a special queue for this, say R75.

The queue would be defined as normal, except that it should not

process tasks from the <ANY> queue. Contact IET for further details on

how to setup release specific queues.

On the host encyclopaedia, the Task Dispatcher submits jobs to JES. In

some circumstances (i.e. a JCL error),the batch job terminates before

the status of the task can be updated. The Task Dispatcher Job Check

Interface (JCI) addresses this issue by monitoring the status of the

submitted job. If the task dispatcher detects that the job has abended, it

marks the task as failed. It is therefore strongly recommended that the

JCI is enabled.

Normally the Task Dispatcher should not be started when the AllFusion

Gen CSE Message Dispatcher (MD) is not started.

The Task Dispatcher can be configured to check for availability of the MD

prior to executing a task. This is done via the MDCHECK system

parameter.
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